
Summary of Feedback form Report 2019-20 

 

 

Self evolution is necessary in order to improve the quality of education in the Institute. An 

effort was mode to receive feedback form all students of different streams of the college. Our 

feedback form had different section like teaching evaluation, examination system, and other 

facilities of college and last the queries about administration and management of college. The 

conclusion of the submitted reports revealed that most of the students were satisfied with the 

various aspects of teaching like coverage of syllabus in class, emphasis on the fundamentals, 

coverage of modern/ advanced topics of an overall course. Students are satisfied with cultural 

and sports activities of college. They are over whelmed with the “Super 30” programme run in 

college for guiding extra ordinary students for achieving their goals in their life. Students 

appreciated arrangement of NCC/NSS camps, free camps for health checkup, hostel facilities. 

Students are also satisfied with canteen and loving and caring attitude of principal. However 

same suggestions given by different students in same departments are as follows. 

 The information about the sports activities should be given in the prior to the students. 

 Information about other activities should transmit to students by SMS facilities. 

 Students have suggested at large a programme of open campus drive for selection of 

students from the college to various MNCs or industries which will provide placement 

and will give a turning point to their career 

 The proper hygiene of students and staff toilets should be maintained on regular basis.  

 Boys hostel proposal. 

 For proper transportation system. 

 Students demanded for proper shaded vehicle stand.  

          Activities conducted for better results 

 Sports committee is given instruction to generate all the information about the sports 

activities in the prior to the students. 

 Principal gave assurance to students that Information about any activities will be 

transmitting to students by SMS facilities. 

 Career Guidance and Placement Cell of the college is given instruction for calling the 

good companies for campus selection. 

 College purchased a mini bus for fulfilling the demand of   transportation system.  

 College management authority fulfilled demanded for proper shaded vehicle stand. 

 


















